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NAVIER-STOKES ANALYSIS OF GA(W)-2 AEROFOIL WITH
DEFLECTED FLAP AND REDESIGN OF HANSA FLAP
FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE
S. K. CHAKRABARTTYtt K. DHANALAKSHMIt V. RAMESH
Abstract
Navier-Stokcs analysis of flow pjust GA(W)-2 aerofoil with deflected flap is presented in this pa-
per. Extensive computations have been carried out for various flap deflections using JUMBO2D
code. JUMBO2D is a two-dimensional analysis code, which solves compressible Reynolds Averaged
Navicr Sl.okes (RANS) e<inal.ions using a vertex based finite volume space discretization, five-stage
R.uiige-Kutta time integration and algebraic turbulence model. All the results have been validated
by comparing with experimental values, fnter-code comparison has also been done for some specific
eases.
Design-analysis studios of an aerofoil-flap configuration proposed to be used in a low speed aircraft
HANSA ;(, designed, developed and built by NAL, Bangalore is also reported in this paper. This
part of l.he work is in conUnuation of the effort reported earlier on redesign of HANSA-3 flap using
OKI) where the changes were propound at the trailing edge region of the main aerofoil and on the
leading edge of the llap. Implementation of those changes became difficult as this would mean
modifying the trailing edge spar located in this region. Therefore, an effort has been made here to
re-design the aerofoil flap configuration without affecting the main aerofoil upto the trailing edge
spar.
Key Words: Control surface design, Aerofoil, flap, Navier-Stokes equations, Attached and
separated flows
1 Introduction
Computational Fluid Dynamic* can play an impor-
tant role in design, development and analysis of an
aircraft and its components for better performance. It
is essential to solve Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations, wi th a suitable turbulence model,
to obtain detailed Himlyms of the How parameters
particularly the boundary-layer and How separation.
The study of two dimensional viscous flow past multi-
element aerofoils or aerofoils with deflected (laps, pr<v
diction of <"•'/ .„,„„ and the post stall behaviour of the
aerofoil need a very accurate RANS solver with rea-
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souably good and robust turbulence model. Many nu-
merical schemes have now been developed which can
accurately compute viscous flows in complex regions.
These schemes require a computational grid capable
of resolving all the flow features of interest. The ge-
ometry of aerofoil with flap is such that a single-block
structured grid is not suitable and either unstructured
grid or a multi-block structured grid is necessary, A
two-block grid, suitably clustered and near-orthogonal
at the aerofoil surfaces in order to get an accurate res-
olution of the boundary layer, has been generated here
using GRJDGEN [1] code. The JUMBO2D computer
code solves the two-dimensional RANS equations us-
ing a vertex based finite volume space discretization,
and fivcv-stage Runge-Kutta time integration. Lo-
cal time stepping and implicit residual smoothing are
used for convergence acceleration. An algebraic turbu-
lence model is iwecl for the computation of turbulent
Hows. Details of the governing equations, boundary
conditions, finite volume space discretisation, time in-
tegration and the turbulence model used are available
in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). The code is independent of the grid
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topology used, and the only necessary input is the grid
data. The computational domain can be subdivided
into smaller subdomains/blocks and the computation
can be carried out blockwise to reduce the memory re-
quirement and to facilitate parallel computation. The
blocks are connected by overlapping one or two layers
of grid cells, and the boundary data are transferred by
using, in the input data, an apriori specification of the
proper block connections. The type of the boundary
conditions to be specified at each segment of a face
of a particular block can be specified through input
data. These make the code very flexible, and allow the
same code to solve a variety of flow problems includ-
ing internal flows [2, 5. 8j. A novel space discretization
scheme is used here for the viscous terms, which fa-
cilitates computation of full Navier-Stokes equations
with about the same numerical effort as for the thin
layer type of approximation [3]. The algebraic turbu-
lence model of Baldwin-Lomax [6, 7] has been used
here assuming that the flow is fully turbulent.
In the present study the aerofoil configuration with
flap has been considered. The gap between the main
aerofoil arid the flap has been simulated by a separate
block of grid with two opposite faces representing the
trailing edge part of the main aerofoil (cove region)
and the leading edge part of the flap. The other two
faces connect the surrounding C-type grid. The flow
is assumed to be fully turbulent everywhere except in
this small gap, where it is assumed to be laminar.
RANS computations for a single GA(W)-2 aero-
foil upto and beyond stall have been performed by
Vimala[9j. However, these results are for only sin-
gle element aerofoil and this can be considered to be
equivalent to zero flap deflection. We have further
computed for the cases of flap deflection angles of
d = 10° and 6 = 20°. These results are compared
with the experimental results [10. 11] and for 6 = 0°
case, with [9] also. The purpose of this exercise of
RANS computation for flap deflected configuration
was to demostrate the capability of JUMB02D code
for predicting the aerodynamic characterstics for the
complete range of angles of attack including post stall.
This also gives us more confidence in the redesign work
of the HANSA-3 flap configuartion where there are no
experimental results to compare. HANSA-3 is a two
seater, all composite trainer aircraft designed and de-
veloped at NAL, India.
The earlier work on redesign of HANSA-3 flap[12,
13] involved major modifications of profiles of both the
flap and main' aerofoil. However the implementation
of the modified profile for the mam aerofoil could not
be carried out. This is because the trailing edge spar
located at the flap cove region could not be disturbed
as required by the modified profile of the main aerofoil.
Hence there was a need to reconsider the design work
such that a new configuration could be arrived at
without disturbing the flap cove region of the main
aerofoil. With this new constraint we have now arrived
at a new design which is mainly concerned with the
design of the flap profile and some minor modification
to the cove region which does not disturb the existing
trailing edge spar.
2 Results and Discussion
2.1 Validation of JUMBO2D for GA(W)-2
aerofoil with flap
Two block grids have been generated for computa-
tions of flow past GA(W)-2 aerofoil. The outer block
is C-Type with (392 x 62) points and the inner block,
which fills the gap region, is H-type with (32 x 63)
points. Only the C-type outerblock grid is used for
6 = 0 case. Out of the 392 points in i-direction, first
and last 45 points are in the wake region. The normal
distance of the first grid line from the aerofoil surface is
approximately (0.5 x 10~4). This gives an average law-
of-the-wall coordinate, Y+ — 4 at the first node point.
Leading edge of the main aerofoil is situated at the ori-
gin. Reference length scale is the chord length defined
as the distance from the origin to the trailing edge of
the flap at zero degree deflection. The chord is of unit
length and lies on the x-axis, while the y-axis is normal
to it. Far field boundary of the outer block extends
from 9-chords upstream to 11-chords downstream. In
the normal direction the outer boundary extends upto
10-chords. The extent of computational outer bound-
ary has been finalised after a careful study such that
further extension does, not have any significant effect
on the solution. A typical view of the grids for all
the three cases of flap defelection 6 — 0°, 5 = 10° and
6 = 20° are shown in Fig.l(a), (b) and (c) respectively.
All the computations have been done for free-stream
Mach number, M^ - 0.13, and Rex = 2.2A106 to
compare with available experimental results [10, 11].
Tables 1,2 and 3 give the various computed coefficients
for the three cases of flap deflection.
Figure 2(a) shows the comparison of computed lift
coefficient with the experimental values for various an-
gles of attack for all the three flap deflections. It can
be seen from the figure that except in the region close
to the stall, the code predicts lift coefficient, CL very
well for the complete range of a's. Also in the attached
regions of the flow a complete linear behaviour of the
lift curve is satisfactorily predicted. It can be observed
from the tables and figures for 6 = 0°, 6 = 10° and
5 = 20° that the code predicts stall at 16°,16° and 14°
respectively. This is in good agreement with the ex-
perimental values. Figure 2(b) shows the comparison
of the drag coefficent CD- An overall good agreement
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Fig.2: Comparison of aerodynamic coefficients for GA(W)-2 aerofoil with flap:
can be observed except at higher vahion of 6'/,, wluu'e
the present, eoinpntnl.ion slightly over i>rodictH the CD
values. A very much similar comparison can be seen
for the moment coellicient, Cm in Fig.2(c). Again,
in this CHHC H slight devuil.ion from the experiment iw
seen for higher values of a close !.<> tlie Ktall.
l''ig.,'i((i) shows a comparison of computed pren-
mirc coellicituit, (',, wi l . l i two experimental rosultH of
N A K A J I O ] and WSU[l l | and also with computed nv
milts of Vinuilaj!,)] for three angles of attack, it -~ ()°,80,
and l(i" with flap deflection angle net at A" = 0°. Hen;,
the results of [<)] nre for Mn> • ().;), und the comparison
IH very good excc'pt near the leading edge. Similarly,
for A" - 10", l''in.a(b) shows the comparison of i>res-
siire coellicient for n 0",8", and 10° and Fig.;!(<')
shoWH the mime for fi 20° and it ••=- 0(;',8° and 14°. It
can be observed from all these figures, that very good
compariwons have been obtained with the experimen-
tal values. In Fig.;)(!)), however, the discrepancies are
observed particularly near the leading edge of the flap.
This is because the flow in thin region is through a con-
stricted narrow gap between the lower portion of the
main aerofoil trailing edge and the upper portion of
the leading edge of the flap. However for 5 = 20°,
a better comparison is obtained even in this region
because in this case, the width of the gap between
the main aerofoil and tho fiap is increased with higher
angle of flap deflection.
Figure 4(a) and (b) shows streamline pattern super-
imposed on Mach contours for a = 0° and a = 8° re-
spectively for various flap deflections. It can be clearly
observed that a very smooth flow pattern has been
predicted. Fig.4(c) shows a similar plot for a ~ 10°.
This is the case of high angle of attack, around stall.
In this case we notice that tho flow is attached for
tf = 10° and for S = 0° and S ~ 20° a tendency of
the flow to separate. This can be attributed to the
presence of small vortex structures near the trailing
edges. Finally Fig.4(d) shows streamline pattern su-
perimposed ou Mach contours for post stall cases for
fi = ()°,10° and 20° wherein one can see large regions
of separated flow with vortex structures on the flow
downstream of the trailing edge of the. main aerofoil.
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It is to be noted that the present code is capable
of doing an accurate analysis for all the cases consid-
ered here. From these various comparisons of results
with experiment for the GA(W)-2 case, it is felt that
the JUMB02D code has been very well validated for
the analysis of the aerofoil with deflected flap. After
this validation exercise, the same code is used for the
analysis and design of the HANSA-3 aerofoil with flap.
3 Design and Analysis of HANSA-3 Aerofoil
with Flap
Modified profiles of the aerofoil and flap for HANSA-3
aircraft were reported earlier in [12, 13] after a series of
design and analysis work carried out using JUMBO2D
code. These modified profiles showed a significant im-
provement in the flow behaviour at higher a's for all
flap deflected cases considered there. However, that
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particular design could not I K - implemented because
the modilieil profiles culled lor a lot of changes in tho
trailing edi'.i' portion of t in? main aerofoil which intcr-
fai'od wil.li the spur located in this I'l^ion. Tlioroforo,
ill Lilt) present work we aim tu redeHlgn the prolilua
with luiniinuni change.'! in the main atmilbil geometry.
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pattom ohtai iHul wan ohwu'ved carefully to gnidu for
further incremental cliunj!,eH. '1'hiH ituration jjrocoHa
Wtte cumtinned un t i l the; drairtibln How pattern was
aehicsvod for all the three cawon of dellueted Hap.
Figui'i' 5' fihown a comparison of the exiatiiifj,' and
lFljtu
the pixaunt luodiflod ])roiikis of tho main aerofoil and
the flap. Tho co-ordiuatua of the point of rotation
for the existing and the modified configuration are
also given in Fig.5. Figure 61 shows the modified
HANSA-3 aerofoil with the flap deflected at three an-
gles eorrotipondiug to <S — 0°, 10°, 20". The grid topol-
ogy used for this ease i.s exactly similar to that used
for CJA(W)-2 aerofoil. For all the cases two block
grids have been used. Outer G-typo block consists
of (355 x 02), (375 x 02), (395 x G2) points and the
inner block contains (12 x 03), (22 x 63), (32 x 02)
points for (5 --- 0", 10° and 20°, respectively. For all
the cases, in i direction, first and laat 45 points are in
the wake region.
Figure 7 shows typical views of the grids used for
all the three flap positions. Figure 8(a) shown the
variation of computed lift coefliont, C'r, with « for
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5 = 0°, 10° and 20°. An important feature that can be
observed is that for all the flap deflections, tho modi-
fied configuration shows almost a linear behaviour in
the attached flow regions. With the increase in flap
deflection angle the maximum Ot also incro>ase,s. Ta-
bles 4, 5 and 6 give the various aerodynamic coofli-
cients computed for the three cases of flap deflection.
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respectively.
Figures 9{a), (b) and (c) show the computed pres-
sure codlkuentK for the three cases respectively. For
each flap deflection pressure coefficients are shown for
a = 5° and n = 14°.
Figure 10 (a) shows a comparison of the flow pattern
for 5 —- 0° and a — 10° between the existing and mod-
ified configurations with streamlines superimposed 011
pressure contours. For this case both the configura-
tions show the attached How on both the aerofoil and
the llap. Figure 10(b) shows a similar comparison for
6 = 20° and a — 10°. It can be clearly observed that
the existing configuration exhibits a large portion of
separated region over the flap whereas the modified
one shows a very smooth behaviour having fully at-
tached flow throughout with a small cove vortex in
the gap dose to the trailing edge of the main aerofoil.
Finally Fig.If shows streamline pattern superim-
posed on pressure contours for post stall cases for the
modified aerofoil flap configuration for 5 = 0°, 10° and
20° wherin one can see large regions of separated flow
with vortex structures on the flow downstream of the
trailing edge of the main aerofoil. Cove vortices are
also seen for 6 = 10° and 6 — 20° in the gap region.
4 Conclusions
The code JUMBO2D has been validated against ex-
perimental results for flow past GA(W)-2 aerofoil with
deflected flap. Using the same code an aerofoil-flap
configuration has been designed which gives an at-
tached flow up to a moderate angle of attack and flap
deflection angle up to 20° for a low speed two-seater
trainer aircraft HANSA-3, For better response of the
flap, flow should remain attached up to the stall which
has been achieved in the present configuration. The
present design, compared to the previous[12, 13]one,
does not call for any major modification in main airfoil
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Fig.10: Streamlines and pressure contours of the existing and modified flap Configurations,
Mo, = 0.3, Re.^ = 2xlOe,a = 10°
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Table 4: Hansa-flap : Aorodymunic coefficients for
different a, MM = 0.3, S - 0°, Rc^ = 2A'10(i
Point of rotation:
Existing : (0.826.-0.0766) or (1079mm, 100mm)
Modified: (0.830.-0.1200) or (1084mm,-156mm)
Fig.5: Comparison of the existing and the modified
profiles of the main aerofoil with flap
Poinl <X rotation
Fig.G: Redesigned aerofoil and flap configuration
with three positions of deflected flap
a
-10.00
-5.00
0.00
5.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
16.00
18.00
CL
-0.177145
0.449913
1.012599
1.493297
2.000717
2.174249
2.280G01
2.292746
1.794785
c.'/>
O.OL'i750
O.()100(i.r>
0.010:190
0.024983
0.042769
0.053(i95
0.070074
0.09(5881
0.143328
CM
-0.20251(5
-0.225649
-0.228601
-0.20951G
-0.198554
-0.187476
-0.1(589(53
-0.146014
-0.115954
C,,,
O.GG938E-02
0.72952E-02
0.03()G1E-02
0.7G293E-02
0.712G4E-02
O.G7529E-02
O.G0147E-02
0.48992E-02
0.39370E-02
Table 5: Hansa-fiap : Aerodynamic coefficients for
different a, M^ = 0.3,8 = 10°, Rc,^ = 2X10°
f ///^x
: ng 11 stiftu'ii"""' m
,illll<«l Hup •
2.G32iri(i
2.47150!)
2.157741
1.8(51722
Table G: IliiUHii-llup
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0.44
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Fig.11: Streamlines and pressure contours of the
modilied flap configuration just after stall:
Moo = 0,3,/i'eoo = 2x10°
' ' ' " ft,»
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a
-10.00
-7.00
0.00
2.00
5.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
16.00
18.00
c,.
0.3:55244
0.741297
1.514GCO
1.724281
2.002880
2.520789
2.032156
2.471509
2.157746
1.861722
c,,
0.013173
0.011582
0.021808
0.026761
0.035644
0.061370
0.079123
0.115147
0.148511
0.173776
CM
-0.308778
-0.332624
-0.343470
-0.339476
-0.337004
-0.311342
-0.287179
-0.234736
-0.183746
-0.1G2385
CD{
0.70974E-02
0.74518E-02
0.76626E-02
0.76272E-02
0.75095E-02
0.68157E-02
0.59673E-02
0.49327E-02
0.40532&02
0.31578E-02
„',';*#!].
Table G: Hansa-flap : Aerodynamic coefficients for
different n, MM = 0.3, S = 20°, RCoo = 2X106
profile. Smooth How patterns observed in the present
study should be of interest to the designers.
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